
My Amazing Body
We kicked off our first official school year together at Ya Ya with the "My Amazing Body"   
(奇妙的⾝體) topic which is most relevant to our children. Throughout the past few busy
but productive weeks, not only did the children in the Blue Class (藍班) manage
separation with impressive maturity for that age, they also started to bond with each
other and care for each other. We are so proud to see them participating eagerly in
activities, concentrating on the tasks at hand, and singing our topic theme song joyfully!
We've learned so much about what our body parts can do and how we navigate our daily
lives with our five senses.       

CLICK here for
topic resources!

Blue Class 
Insider

https://www.yayapreschool.org/support-2022


Our Main Focus

One of our main focuses during the past few weeks was to help the children become
familiar with their surrounding environment and get used to the class routine. We
utilized our routine songs and calming activities such as bubbles, playdough, and art
wall to help children feel comfortable being in a new class with new friends and
teachers. We learned to name our main body parts, and we deepened our
understanding of body parts related concepts by engaging in hands-on activities such
painting a tree with our fingers, guessing what objects are in the mystery box, etc.    



Topic Learning Stations

Our purposefully designed topic learning stations are the perfect time for children to
be involved in topic-related activities that help develop their skills in areas such as
math, language, social-emotional, cognitive and more. Some of our favorite learning
station activities include using different shapes to make a body, making apple juice,
and singing our topic theme song.     



Experiential Learning 

As the fall season approaches, we went on a "trip" to our Ya Ya Farm to pick apples,
pumpkins, and feed farm animals. These real-life activities have added extra color to
our school days! 



Extra Sweet Moments

Our children love the company of each other. After just a few weeks, they
know each other's names and they have started to care for each other and
care for the environment by cleaning up. We also had a lot of fun celebrating
Jason and Román's birthdays!


